
Contains activities for groups:
� Age 7-9  
� Age 10-12   
� Age 13-15
� Minor
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Tackling
2 teams of 5 in an area with 4 goals.

Each team has two goals to defend and two goals that they can score in.

Designed to enhance vision, creation of space and decision making.

Skill Activity 1: Defend the gates

Creating a situation where the player with a ball makes a pass and then goes

for the return. The defenders role is to deny the return pass.Work down the

lane going right and left alternately. Advance this by going in groups of 4,

paying attention to the player o� the ball after the 1st pass.

Skill Activity 3: Deny

2 teams of 4. One man in each grid start the game. The 9th player begins in

the centre of the grid with the ball.When the whistle goes the extra man

simply moves from grid to grid. The game is to keep possession. Once he

passes to a player in a grid he must get to that grid to receive a return pass.

Each player gets 1min in the middle.

Skill Activity 4: E9

Place one defender in the channel 10m by 30m. Once the player has

reached the 15mmark in the channel a second defender can join.

Focus for the �rst defender is to delay the attack until help arrives.

Skill Activity 2: Delay
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Warm Up: Pulse Raiser

Game: Turnovers Count

- 4 attackers remain on outside

- They canmove along their line to support the passer

- 1 defender on the inside andmaymove anywhere in

the grid- Attackers must look for passes and decide who is in

the best position to receive the ball

- Change the defender every 30 seconds or on loss of

possession- 5 passes = 1 point
- Defender gains 1 point for every interception

- Lateral support for passer i.e. receivers must move

laterally to support passer

How toP lay- Split teamup so its 7 versus 7

- Place 1 teamon the end-line

- The other teamon the 45

- Place 2 gates on the 45, one on either side of the pitch.

- The teamon the end-line starts with the ball and has to

get out through the gates and then score

- The other team attempts to turnover the ball an also get

through the gates and score themselves

Skill Activity 1
Defend the gates

Skill Activity 2Delay
Skill Activity 3Deny

Skill Activity 4E9

Speed training

Strength training

Core training

Quick feetReps 8-10 runs. Sets 2-3Leap awayReps 8-10. Sets 2-3Jumpand twist
Reps 8-10. Sets 2-3

Cone touchReps 6-10. Sets 2-3

SeatedTwist
Reps 6-10. Sets 2-3

SumoSquatReps 8-12. Sets 2-3Squat-side squat
Reps 8-12. Sets 2-3Lateral leg raise Reps 6-10

(each leg). Sets 2-3 Oblique curlReps 6-10. Sets 2-3
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Attacking and Defending
Red team can only pick up. Blue team can defend. Start the game with two

footballs. Any player from the blue team can prevent a pick up by any other

player from red team. Defenders shouldn’t guard the footballs, and

encourage players that successfully make a pick up to try and place the ball

in such a way that makes it easy for one of his team to pick it up, i.e. via a

low kick pass or hand-pass into space to the advantage of one of his team

mates. A di�erent player must pick up the ball each time. After a set time

reverse the roles.

Skill Activity 1: 5/6 pick up

6 attackers, 3 defenders in zone 1, 2 defenders in zone 2, 1 defender zone 3.

The attackers attempt to solo through each defensive zone and score a point

for every time an attacker successfully gets through 3 zones. If dispossessed by

a defender, he comes out at the side of that zone and returns to the start to go

again. A successful attacker also returns to the start. Defenders can only defend

their own zone. After a set time attackers and defenders change roles.

Skill Activity 3: Zones

Yellow hand passes ball to red at midfield which starts drill. Object is for

forwards to Move players around. The forwards are to start on sideline. Aim

is for the forwards to create space or distract defenders to gain advantage

and create the best scoring opportunity.

Skill Activity 4: Out-in

Players are split up into 8 di�erent groups at the 8 di�erent cones. From

the red cones the players hand-pass to each other in a triangle. From the

blue cones the players kick-pass to each-other in a triangle formation.

From the white cones the players must solo ‘through the tra�c’. After

2minutes rotate.

Skill Activity 2: Increasing the tra�c
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Warm Up: 100 Touch

Game:Who’s Attacking

- This warm up involves touching the ball as many

times as possible in a short period of time. Use

general space to execute the skills- 1’s use any task they wish i.e. rolling, throwing up

and catching, solo, pretend evasive skills etc.
- 2’s task- showme as many ways as possible of

passing the ball i.e. shoulder, hand, �st etc
- 3’s as above. All passes to be tummy height

Skill Activity 15/6 pick up Skill Activity 2Increasing thetra�c Skill Activity 3
Zones Skill Activity 4

Out-in
Aim: This game is designed to force players to change quickly from

defensivemode to attackingmode and vice versa.
Rules: Two teams of 6-8 outfield players line out in one half of the pitch.

One goalkeeper stands ready to play forwhichever team is defending. The

coach starts the game by lobbing a ball into the playing area. The team

thatwins possessionmustwork the ball out over the halfway line, keeping

possession. Once across the line, this team turnswith the ball to attack the

goals. The other teamdefends and tries towin the ball back. If the ball

goes dead [score, wide, sideline] the coach lobs the next ball in. Should

one teamdispossess the other during open play, that teammustwork the

ball out in the same fashion. In short, no attackmay bemountedwithout

the ball first being taken over the halfway line.
Variations:After a Score the Defending teammustwork ball out over

half way line.

Speed training
Strength training

Core training

Hopand twistReps 4-6 runs. Sets 2-3
Right to leftSets 2-3

Ski-ing
Sets 2-3

Back extensionReps 6-12. Sets 2-3

Lateral leg extensionReps 6-12. Sets 2-3

1 legged squatReps 5-10. Sets 2-3

Basic side lungeReps 10-15. Sets 2-3
Extreme leg raiseReps 5-10. Sets 2-3

Lungewith toe twistReps 6-12. Sets 2-3
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Scoring Drills

Forwards divided into 3 groups. Coach calls 1 yellow. Feeder punts the ball
into the yellow circle. Player 1 runs and gathers the ball in the yellow circle,
turns and shoots for the point. Drill continues shooting with both feet.
Introduce a defender as a variation.

Skill Activity 1: 3 Rings

Player A solos around the cone and hand-passes to C. He takes the return pass
passes again to player D.Takes the return pass fromD and then takes his score.
B then does the drill in reverse (can be kick passing or hand-passing:Vary
Lengths).

Skill Activity 3: Pass follow and shoot

4 players with tackle bags. Player A with ball hits player with tackle bag in a
rolling motion & lays ball o� to player B (coming behind). Player B does the
same & lays the ball back to A who must score a point or a goal.

Skill Activity 4: Support

2 feeders on the end line. 2 groups of forwards on the 45. Feeders punt
kicks the ball into the forwards path and the forward put the ball over the
bar. Variation feeders hit the group on the opposite side of the pitch. i.e.
they hit a diagonal pass.

Skill Activity 2: Feeders
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Warm Up: 100 touch

Game: Who’s Attacking

- This warm up involves touching the ball as many
times as possible in a short period of time. Use
general space to execute the skills

- 1’s use any task they wish i.e. rolling, throwing up
and catching, solo, pretend evasive skills etc.

- 2’s task- show me as many ways as possible of
passing the ball i.e. shoulder, hand, fist etc

- 3’s as above. All passes to be tummy height

Skill Activity 1

5/6 pick up

Skill Activity 2
increasing the

traffic

Skill Activity 3

Zones
Skill Activity 4

out-in

Aim: This game is designed to force players to change quickly from
defensive mode to attacking mode and vice versa.

Rules: Two teams of 6-8 outfield players line out in one half of the pitch.
one goalkeeper stands ready to play for whichever team is defending. The
coach starts the game by lobbing a ball into the playing area. The team
that wins possession must work the ball out over the halfway line, keeping
possession. once across the line, this team turns with the ball to attack the
goals. The other team defends and tries to win the ball back. If the ball
goes dead [score, wide, sideline] the coach lobs the next ball in. Should
one team dispossess the other during open play, that team must work the
ball out in the same fashion. In short, no attack may be mounted without
the ball first being taken over the halfway line.

variations: After a Score the Defending team must work ball out over
half way line.

Speed training Strength training Core training
Hop and twist
Reps 4-6 runs. Sets 2-3

Right to left
Sets 2-3

Ski-ing
Sets 2-3

Back extension
Reps 6-12. Sets 2-3

lateral leg extension
Reps 6-12. Sets 2-3

1 legged squat
Reps 5-10. Sets 2-3

Basic side lunge
Reps 10-15. Sets 2-3

Extreme leg raise
Reps 5-10. Sets 2-3

lunge with toe twist
Reps 6-12. Sets 2-3
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